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Abstract 
There arc two concepts of duality in combinatorial geometry. A set theoretical one, generaliz- 
ing the structure of two orthocomplemcntary vector spaces, and a lattice theoretical concept of 
an adjoint, that mimics duality between points and hypcrplancs. The latter - usually called 
polarity - seems to make sense almost only in the linear case. In fact the only non-linear 
combinatorial geometries known to admit an adjoint were of rank 3. Moreover, N.E. Mn~v 
conjectured that in higher anks there would exist no non-linear oriented matroid that has an 
oriented adjoint. At least with unoriented matroids this is not true. In this paper we. present 
a class of rank-4 matroids with adjoint including a non-linear example. 
!. Introduction 
There are two concepts of duality in combinatorial geometry. A set theoretical one, 
generalizing the structure of two orthocomplementary vector spaces, and a lattice 
theoretical concept of an adjoint [10], that mimics duality between points and 
hyperplanes. The latter one - usually called polarity - seems to make sense almost 
only in the linear case. In previous work on adjoints attention was mainly directed to 
matroids without adjoint (cf. [10, 5, 6, 2]). Clearly every linear oriented matroid has its 
oriented adjoint since the construction of an adjoint reduces to call for the polar 
oriented matroid. However, the only class of non-linear matroids known to admit an 
adjoint were those of rank 3 (where the existence of an adjoint is trivial for any 
matroid). Moreover, Mn~v ([16], "brave version") conjectured that for higher ranks 
the oriented matroids with oriented adjoint would coincide with the linear ones. In 
this paper we will prove that any rank-4 pseudomodular matroid admits an adjoint. 
We give a non-linear example that is in this class. Furthermore we present a rank-5 
pseudoraodular matroid without an adjoint. 
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Pseudomodularity was first implicitly stated in [12] in the context of matroid 
matching and explicitly defined in [8] in a more lattice theoretical context, but seems 
to work best for geometric lattices (cf. [14]). We will prove that pseudomodular 
matroids of arbitrary rank are Euclidean, i.e. they behave well in oriented matroid 
programming (supposing that this property transfers to an orientation) (cf. [13]). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state all the definitions we need 
and summarize some properties of adjoints. In Section 3 we prove the main results 
and finally present he examples in the last section. We assume the reader is familiar 
with matroid theory, especially with the relationship between matroids and geometric 
lattices. We will denote the closure of a matroid M by cl,v and the covering relation in 
a lattice by .>. All matroids in this paper are assumed to be simple and we will refer to 
both - the matroid and its geometric lattice - as combinatorial geometries. In this 
context we are going to make use of the advantage of mixing lattice theoretical 
(4,  ^  . . . .  ) and set theoretical ( c_,.,7 . . . .  ) notations. 
2. Preliminaries 
One characterization f geometric lattices is via submodular rank functions. So, at 
a first glance, duality of lattice theory seems to work only for modular lattices. But the 
point-hyperplane duality of classic geometry provides us with a natural way to define 
a lattice theoretical dual of combinatorial geometries. 
Definition !. Let L be a geometric lattice with rank function r. A geometric lattice L -~ 
with r(L) = r(L:') is an adjoint  of L, if there is a map cp: L ~ L A taking the coatoms of 
L onto the points of L A which satisfies: 
a <b ~ t, =~ ~p(a).> ~(b) . . . .  
~p(a v b) = ¢p(a) ^ cp(b). 
Thus, an adjoint ofa matroid M is a matroid on the hyperplanes ofM, where some 
intersections of non-modular pairs of L have to be added. Hence we get necessary 
conditions for the existence of an adjoint by considering the possible point extensions 
of the matroid [5]. We will need two of those intersection properties. The first one is 
motivated by the parallelit~ axiom. After "adding" the hyperplane H~ at infinity this 
axiom reads: For every point p and every coline (parallelity class) ! c:-_ H~, there is 
a hyperplane containing both. Dualizing this we get the following definition. 
Definition 2. A matroid M has the Eucl idean intersection property (the matroid is 
Euclidean) if for every hyperplane h and every line ! that do not intersect, here exists 
a proper point extension M'  = Mup such that p ~ clw(h)cTcl,w(I). 
This suggests the following generalization. 
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Definition 3. A matroid M has the generalized Euclidean intersection property if for 
every non-modular pair x,y, there exists a proper point extension M' = Mwp such 
that p e cl~.(x)~cl~r(y). 
The reader may convince himself that both conditions are necessary [or the 
existence of an adjoint. To examine the existence of such extcr~sions we are going to 
use the following tools from matroid thevry (see i0r example [1 I]). 
Definition 4. Let L be a lattice and ~F ~_ L. Then :F is afilter, ifx t> y ~ ~F ~ x ~ :F. 
A filter .~ is modular, if 
Vx, y¢o~:  (x, y i sa  modular pair =. x^ye~) .  
Theorem 1. A filter ~.~ of a lattice L is modular if  and only if 
Vx, y~.~':  (xvy .>x ,y .>x^y =~ xAy~) ,  l 
Theorem 2. Let M be a matroid, let L denote the associated lattice. There exists 
a l-l-correspondence b tween the point extensions of M and the modularfilters of L. In 
particular, i f  M' = Mup is a point extension then {x e L I P ~ clM,(x)} is a modular filter 
and vice versa. 
To check the existence of a proper point extension, we therefore have to verlfy that 
the corresponding modular filter does not contain 0L. 
For rank-4 matroids the intersection properties are equivalent to the so-called 
bundle condition (cf. [4]). 
Definition 5. A geometric lattice is said to satisfy the bundle condition, if it does not 
contain four lines I~, 12,1a,/4 such that l~ and I, are not coplanar, but all other pairs 
(l~, I~) span pairwise distinct planes. 
The minimal configuration that violates the bundle condition is the Vamos mat- 
roid. In their proof [15] that this matroid is non-algebraic Ingleton and Main showed 
that in full algebraic matroids any three pairwise - but not all - coplanar lines must 
intersect in a poir. t. This led to the definition of pseudomodular l ttices in [8]. 
There are several equivalent ways to define pseudomodularity ofa matroid. We will 
use the following definition. 
Definition 6. Let M be a matroid and L its geometric lattice. Then M is pseudomodu- 
lar if *Ca, b, c ~ L: (r(a v b v c) - r(a ~, b) = r(a v c) - r(a) = r(b v c) - r(b) ~. r((a v c) 
^ (b v c)) - r(a ^  b) = r(a v c) - r(a)) (cf. Fig. 1). 
x v y.> x,y-> x ^  y means r(x) = r(y) and r(x v y) = r(x ^  y) + 2. 
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Fig. I. The situation in Definition 6. 
In the rank-4 case pseudomodularity of a matroid is very easy to check. We only 
have to exclude the Ingleton-Main configuration [15]. 
[,emma 1. Let  M be a matroid o f  rank 4. Then M is pseudomodular  i f and only i f  erery 
three pairwise - but not all - copkmar  lines intersect in a common point. 
Proof. If there are three pairwise coplanar lines a, b and c spanning the whole matroid 
with empty intersection (i.e. they form a forbidden configuration) this obviously 
contradicts pseudomodularity. Thus, assume that there are flats a, b, c E L contradic- 
ting pseudomodularity. Note that - due to submodularity - we always have 
r((a v c) A (b v c)) - r(a ^  b) >i r(a v b v c) - r(a v b). So, in the rank-4 case a, b, c con- 
tradicting pseudomodularity implies r(a v b v c) - r(a v b) = r(a v c) - r(a) = 
r(b v c) - r(b) = 1, but r((a v c) A (b v c)) - r(a A b) = 2. One concludes that 
c -- ((a v c) A (b v c)) and that a, b, c have to be lines forming a forbidden configura- 
tion. [] 
3. The results 
Theorem 3 (Aifter [I]). Pseudomodular  matroids are Euclidean. 
Proof. Let M be a pseudomodular matroid and let L denote the associated geometric 
lattice. Let I be a line and h a copoint of L such that I A h = 0L. We have to verify that 
I and h "can be intersected". Due to Theorem 2 this is equivalent to saying that there is 
a modular filter ~,- ~ L of M containing I and h. Let z e L denote some minimal flat in 
the filte~ genera'.ed by I that forms a modular pair with h and b:= z A h. We claim that 
the filter ~- = {x e L I x i> l or x >I b} is modular. Assume it is not. According to 
Theorem 1 there exists a modular pair .'c,y ¢ ~- such that x v y .> x,y-> x A y¢3  ~. 
From the definition of ~ we conclude that say i ~ × ~b and b ~< y ~l.  With the 
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abbreviations a := x ^  3' and c := x ^  z we have a v b = y, a v c = x and b v c = z. 
Hence r(a v b v c) - r(a v b) = r(a v c) - r(a) = r(b v c) - r(b) = 1 and thus due to 
pseudomodularity also r((a v c)  ^  (b v c)) - r(a ^  b) = 1. But (a v c) ^  (b v c) = c and 
because a ^ b ~< c we have a ^  b = c ^  h. Hence c and h form a modular pair, but 
I ~< c < z contradicting minimality of z. The claim follows. F'i 
In the rank-4 case pseudomodularity s sufficient for the existence of an adjoint. 
Theorem 4. Let M be a pseudomodular matroid of rank 4. Then M has an adjoint. 
Proof. Let .~f denote the set of hyperplanes of M. Let ~ denote the family of 
4-element subsets B = {b~ . . . . .  b~} _~ ,,¢ satisfying: 
1. (~= ~ b~ = 0 (no common point). 
2. '¢C c_= B: (ICI = 3 =~ r(Nb~cb) ~ I) (no three share a line). 
3. (rfb~ ^ bj) = r(bk A b~) = 2 =~ r((b~ ^ b~) v (b~ ^  b,)) = 4) for {i, j ,k,I} = {1,2,3,4}. 
We claim that ~ is the set of bases of an adjoint of M. First we have to verify the basis 
axioms for ,~. Consider a basis ~ of M. The four 3-element subsets of/]  span four 
hyperplanes satisfying I-3, thus ;~ is non-empty. Now assume there were B, B' ~ 3/ 
and b e B such that Vb' e B': B \{b}ub '¢~.  First, note that the intersection of the 
hyperplanes in B \  {b} - which by definition could be at most a point - must be empty, 
for else any hyperplane of B' not containing this point would extend B\  {b} to a basis. 
So, the first condition is always satisfied. Furthermore there must be exactly one or 
two modular pairs in B \  {b}, for if it had no modular pairs any b' e B ' \  B would do the 
job, and ifall pairs in B \  {b} are modular, the hyperplanes would share a point due to 
pseudomodularity (Lemma 1). 
Case I: B\{b} contains two modular pairs say b l ,b ,  and b2,b3. If all extensions 
with elements of B' violate 2, then B' consists of two modular pairs and the join of 
their intersection is bz, hence B' violates 3. Thus, there is a b 'e  B' such that 
B\{b}u{b'}  satisfies 2 and thus violates 3. We may assume b3 and b' are a modular 
pair and r((bi ^ b , )v (b3^b' ) )= 3. This implies that b2,b3 and (hi ^ bz )v (b3Ab ' )  
- due to pseudomodularity - intersect in a point, that must be in all b~,bz and ba, 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: There is exactly one modular pair in B \  {b}, say b~ and b,. At most two of 
the hyperplanes of B' may contain the line b~ ^  b2, so there are at least two hyper- 
planes b' and b" which, if added to B\  {b}, violate 3. Both must form a modular pair 
with b3. If b3 ^  b' ~ b3 ^  b", then b3 and the hyperplanes (bl ^  bz) v (b3 ^  b') and 
(b~ ^ bz)v(b3  ^b") must - pseudomodularity - have a point in common, again 
contradicting b~,bz,b3 being disjoint. So, any hyperplane of B' violating 3, when 
added to B \  {b}, must share the same line with b3. Because at most two lines of B' can 
contain this line, there are two hyperplanes in B' left which have to cover the line 
b~ ^  b, and hence B' itself violates 3, a contradiction. 
So, :~ is the set of bases of a matroid M A, let L A denote its associated geometric 
lattice and L the geometric lattice of M. Now the mapping ¢p:L ~ L a with 
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~o(x)=clM~{h~Lxlh is a hyperplane of M} proves that M A is an adjoint 
of M. [] 
4. The examples 
In this section we want to show by an example that Theorems 3 and 4 are tight. 
Before we de so, we give an example for a non-linear pseudomodular matroid of 
rank 4. This matroid represents a perturbed version of the 16-point theorem of 
projective ge ~metry (see [17,9:]). It was asked by Richter-Gebert whether the oriented 
matroid version of this matroid has an adjoint. 
Example !. Let E = { 1,2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and let all 4-element subsets except for the sets 
{1,2,5,6}, {3,4,5,6}, {1,2,7,8}, {3,4,7,8}, {2,3,6,7}, {1,4,6,7} and {1,4,5,8} be 
bases. These are the sets that form a small rectangle in Fig. 2. It is easy to see that M is 
a matroid. 
Due to Lemma 1, M is obviously pseudomodular. Hence, from Theorem 4 we get 
the following corollary. 
Corollary i. There exists a non-linear matroid of rank 4 that has an adjoint. 
Proof. We have to verify that M is non-linear. Assume it was linear and consider 
a realization in the K 4 for some field K. We may assume that the points 1,2,3,4 are 
realized as the unit vectors et,e2,:%,e4. Let the coordinates of point 5 be 
(vt, v2, t'3, v~). The point sets { 1, 2, 5, 6} and {3,4, 5,6} are not spanning, hence we may 
assume that the coordinates of point 6 are (t't, t,,, ~v~, ~t'4) with • ~ K. The depend- 
ency of {2,3,6,7} and {1,4,6,7} implies that point 7 may be assumed scaled to 
([~t't,I)2,~t'3,~[~t'4) with proper t icK.  Similarly, point 8 has coordinates 
(fl3't'1,3T,,, ~t'3, ~flv~) with 3' ~ K. Finally, for { 1,4, 5, 8} is not spanning, wc must have 
:¢ = 7, which implies that {2,3,5,8} has to be dependent, oo, a contradiction. [] 
So much for the positive results. To prove that we cannot get more in this context, 
we give a rank-5 pseudomodular matroid violating the generalized Euclidean inter- 
section property, 
I - 2 - 3 - 4 - I 
l I l I I 
5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 5 
l I 1 I / I 
3 - 4 - I - 2 - 3 .  
Fig. 2. A non-linear matroid with adjoint of rank 4. 
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a 1 - -  a 2 - -  ¢Z 3 
! i I 
bl - b2 - b3 
I I I 
C 1 - -  c 2 - -  C 3 .  
Fig. 3. The Tic-Tac-Toe matroid. 
Example 2 (Alfter r 1]). There exists a pseudomodular matroid of rank 5 that does not 
have the generalized Euclidean intersection property and hen~ does not have an 
adjoint. 
Proof. Let E = {a~,az ,a3 ,bz ,b2 ,ba ,c l , c2 ,ca} .  Now let every 5-element subset be 
a basis except for 
a l ,a2 ,aa ,b i ,  q for i = 1,2,3, 
b l ,b , ,b3 ,a i , c i  for i = 1,3, 
c l , c2 ,ca ,a i ,  bi for i = 1,2,3. 
These are the sets that look like an L or T in Fig. 3. 
It is easy to check that this family satisfies the bases axioms of matroid theory. We 
are going to refer to this matroid as the Tic-Tac-Toe matroid. 
Assume the matroid was not pseudomodular and let a,b ,c  be flats contradicting 
Definition 6. Thus a v c and a v b form a modular pair with m~t  a, and, hence, by 
symmetry (a v c) ^  (b v c) ^  (a v b) = a ^  b. Furthermore by assumption 
r((a v c) ^  (b v c)) - r{a ^  b) > r(a v c) - r(a). Now, we have 
]ave[  >I r((a v c) A (a v b)) + (r((a v c} A (b v c}} -- r(a A b)) 
> r(a) + (r(a v c) -- r(a)) 
= r(a v c), 
so a v c and - by symmetry - bvc  must be 5-element hypcrplanes. A similar 
computation shows that the same holds for a v b: 
l av  b[ >~ r((a v b) A (b v c)) + r((a v b) A (a v c)) -- r{a ~,. b) 
= r(b) + (r(a) - r(a ^  b)) 
assump. 
> r(b) + r(a v c) - r((a v c) ^  (b v c)) 
submod.  
>>- r(b) + r(a v c) - (r{a v c) + r(b v c) -- r(a v b v c)) 
= r(b) - r (b  v c) + r (a  v b v c) 
= r(a v b). 
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Now, if r((a v c) ^  (b v c)) ~ 2, then contradicting pseudomodularity implies a ^  b = OL 
and hence lavb l />  r (a )+r (b)= 6, a contradiction. So r ( (avc)^(bvc) )= 3. But 
there are no three 5-element hyperplanes in M which pairwise intersect in a coline. So, 
M must be pseudomodular. 
Coming to the second half of the claim consider the non-modular pair of colines 
{al,a2,a3} and {cl,c2,c3}. To prove that the matroid does not have the generalized 
Euclidean intersection property, it suffices to verify that L is the smallest modular 
filter ~" containing both. First note that such an ~" must contain all 5-element 
hyperplai~es of M. Hew, the modular pair {al,a2,a3,b2,c2}, {a,,b2,cl ,c, ,c3} gives 
{a2,b2,c2} ~~ and analogously {bl,bz,b3} e ~.  But because {a2,bl,b2,b3,c2} is
a basis, {a2,b2,c2},{bl,b2,b3} is a modular pair and hence {b2}e~.  Finally 
{bz}r~{al,a2,a3} = OL ~ ~.  121 
The crucial configuration i  the Tic-Tac-Toe matroid seems to be the "circuit of 
modular pairs of hyperplanes" of length 4. Pseudomodularity deals only with such 
circuits of length 3. This might indicate a possibility to tighten the definition of 
pseudomodularity for matroids of arbitrary rank to have an adjoint. 
Second, pseudomodularity was first observed in the context of algebraic matroid 
matching. It is not known, whether the Tic-Tac-Toe matroid is algebraic or not. It 
would be interesting to decide this for two reasons: If it were algebraic, it would be an 
example for an algebraic matroid without adjoint and whose dual is not algebraic; if
not, it would be an example for a non-algebraic pseudomodular matroid. 
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